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Abstract
Absorption in the stellar Lyman-α (Ly-α) line observed during the transit of
the extrasolar planet HD 209458b reveals high velocity atomic hydrogen at
great distances from the planet[1, 2]. This has been interpreted as hydrogen
atoms escaping from the exosphere of the planet[1, 3], possibly undergoing
hydrodynamic blow-off[4], being accelerated by stellar radiation pressure.
However, around solar system planets the production of energetic neutral
atoms from charge exchange between solar wind protons and neutral hy-
drogen from the exospheres has been observed[5, 6, 7], and should also oc-
cur at extrasolar planets. Here we show that the measured transit-associated
Ly-α absorption can be explained by the interaction between the exosphere
of HD 209458b and the stellar wind, and that radiation pressure alone can-
not explain the observation. This is the first observation ofenergetic neu-
tral atoms outside the solar system. Since the stellar wind protons are the
source of the observed energetic neutral atoms, this provides a completely
new method of probing stellar wind conditions, and our modelsuggests a
slow and hot stellar wind near HD 209458b at the time of the observation.

Energetic neutral atoms (ENAs)
Energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) are produced wherever energetic ions meet
a neutral atmosphere, and solar wind ENAs have been observedat every
planet in the solar system where ENA instrumentation has been available
— at Earth[5], at Mars[6], and at Venus[7].

This mechanism, well-known in the solar system, has howevernot
been considered as a possible origin of the atomic hydrogen corona revealed
by HST observations of HD 209458b. Here we investigate whether the
observed Ly-α signature could be due to such ENAs.

A Model of ENA production at HD 209458b
For a first estimate of the ENA production near HD 209458b, we assume
that the charge exchange takes place in an undisturbed stellar wind that is
flowing radially away from the star. Here we model the ENA production
by a particle model that includes stellar wind protons and atomic hydro-
gen. Charge exchange between stellar wind protons and exospheric hydro-
gen atoms takes place outside a conic obstacle that represents the magne-
tosphere of the planet (Fig. 1). The resulting exospheric cloud, along with
the produced ENAs, is shown in Fig. 2, where we see the great extent of
the hydrogen cloud, covering a region larger than the stellar disc, as seen
from Earth. The cloud is shaped like a comet tail due to the stellar radia-
tion pressure, curved by the Coriolis force, as predicted[8] and as seen in
earlier numerical simulations[1, 3]. The velocity spectrum along thex-axis
(the planet–star line) is shown in Fig. 3. The ENAs are clearly visible as a
distribution that is separate from the main exospheric hydrogen component,
due to the different bulk velocities and temperatures.
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Figure 1: The flow of solar wind protons and the hydrogen exosphere cloud seen from above in the direction
of the negativez-axis (perpendicular to the orbital plane). Each point corresponds to a neutral hydrogen

(red), or a proton (blue) meta particle in the slice−10
8 ≤ z ≤ 10

8 m. The circle without particles
correspond to the inner boundary of the simulation, and the large area without protons corresponds to the

assumed obstacle to the stellar wind, that is emptied of protons after each time step.

Figure 2: The hydrogen cloud from two different view points.(a) above, perpendicular to the planet’s orbital
plane, and (b) from Earth, along thex-axis direction. Each point corresponds to an hydrogen metaparticle.
The color of the points show the velocity of the particles along thex-axis. Particles with velocity magnitude

smaller than 50 km/s are red, and those with higher velocity are black. The small circles show the planet
size. The large circle in (b) shows the star’s position at midtransit. During transit the star moves from left to

right in (b). The coordinate system used is centered at the planet with itsx-axis toward the star, and the
y-axis opposite to the planet’s velocity.
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Figure 3: The modeledx-axis (planet–star) velocity spectrum of hydrogen atoms infront of the star. The
width of the ENA part of the distribution is proportional to the temperature of the stellar wind and the center

of the distribution follows the stellar wind velocity.

Figure 4: Comparison of the modeled Ly-α profile with the observed ones. In blue is the observed profile
before transit. In green is the observed profile during transit. In red is the modeled profile, constructed by

applying the attenuations computed from the simulations tothe observed profile before transit. The abscissa
is the hydrogen velocity along thex-axis (away from Earth — toward the star). The regions where there is a

significant difference between the profiles are denoted ’In’and ’Geo’, the latter being the region of
geocoronal emission at low velocities that should be excluded.

Conclusions
•All observed absorptions features are explained by our model

•The absorption features are only explained by ENA production
Without ENA production in the model, none of the features arepresent

•Attenuation in modeled spectrum from -130 to -45 km/s, in agreement
with observations

•Attenuation in red part of the spectrum, in agreement with observations

•A completely new technique for observing stellar wind properties at ex-
trasolar planets

•By varying the stellar wind temperature, the stellar wind velocity and the
radiation pressure in the model, we find a best fit of the modeled Ly-α
absorption to the observation for a stellar wind velocity of50 km/s, and a
temperature of 106 K, as shown in Fig. 4.
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